WSU SHOCKER BOWLING
TRYOUT STATISTICS

These statistics are kept for the WSU Shocker bowling tryouts. This information will be used by the coaching staff to make team selection decisions. All players bowl on two squads each week. Lane Conditions will be EXTREMELY DIFFICULT. This will require a high level of execution on each shot.

AVERAGE - This is the average for the number of games completed during the tryout process.

STANDARD DEVIATION - This number represents how far away from their average score each game has been, 95 percent of the time. A lower number shows someone is more consistently around his/her average. A higher number shows someone is more inconsistent wider variety of scores.

POCKET - The percentage of times the player hits the pocket on their 1st ball.

CARRY - The percentage of all strikes from all 1st balls attempted.

SPARES - The percentage of total spares, including any splits.

MAKEABLE SPARES - The percentage of total spares, not including splits.

TOTAL MARKS - The percentage of carry and spares combined.

SPLITS - The percentage of splits converted. A washout is also considered a split.

SPLITS LEFT - The percentage of splits left. A washout is also considered a split.

1ST BALL PINFALL AVG. - The average number of pins the player knocks down on their first ball.

DOUBLE CONVERSION - The percentage of carried shots following a strike.

POCKET FOLLOWING STRIKE - The percentage of shots that hit the pocket after a strike.

1ST BALL ACCURACY - The percentage of shots that roll over the player’s first ball target.

2ND BALL ACCURACY - The percentage of shots that roll over the player’s second ball target.